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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm. Language:
Portuguese . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.These handwritten manuscripts, that I
fully intend to transcribe with non-interference, living blood of felt intimacy and of lyrical thought,
dived in a sort of dream-like and in a passive madness, are near creation, and I present them as an
artefact of the soul, they are a record of subjectivity and how subjectivity generates and establishes
an objective singularization, a self-identity, aggressiveness lacking. Exposing frailty to the world, the
deliverance of the internal to the outsider would be an act of beauty, showing strangeness, like
touching ugliness, and an act of truth, delicate fiction of self in its genuine time. I understand is
something totally different and unexpected. Unused. I decided to deliver them pure: the moments of
revelation and inner revelation, in their ruptures and in mystery of their happening, create the
internal eye that ponders the most enigmatic visions collected for memory as seashells and rocks
are documents of earths history. The registration of a self-intimacy will be as a dreamed science of
salvation, a special geology, hurting the wing of forgetfulness that walks around self...
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A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the publication. I am just happy to explain how
this is actually the best pdf i actually have study during my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Toney B og a n-- Toney B og a n

These types of publication is the greatest publication readily available. It is among the most amazing book i have study. Your lifestyle span will be convert
as soon as you complete reading this pdf.
-- Mr s. Cheyenne Dibber t-- Mr s. Cheyenne Dibber t
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